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SDB.]ECT

An atomizing burner suitable to use with tbe Stanley
steam automobile
equipment.

to take the place of the present burner

2

FOREWORD
Altho there are a number of household oil burners on the
market~ none of them seem to be directly adaptable
a steam automobile,

specifically

the Stanley.

for use in

It was boped that

a burner could be built which would at least be workable.

How-

ever this was not to be. The reason for the failure, it is thought,
\

is a combination

of lack of experience with too large a subject

for a reasonable

length undergraduate
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DISCUSSION OF PRESENT EQUIPMENT
Up thru 1925 when the last cars bearing
were built, there have been no fundamental
ation or construction

changes in the oper-

of any of the various units. True, there

has been much progress from the original

"Steam Carriage",

but it was all in the nature of refinements
additions

the name Stanley

and to

r.

certain

to the original design. The result is tbat in general

the later models bave the same inherent qualities

both good

and bad that belonged to early ones.
Tbe fuel is burned in a Bunsen type of vaporizing burner
under a vertical fire tube boiler placed under tbe hood. The
.steam is led thru a band controled throttle

to a two cylinder

double acting slide valve engine built integral with the rear
axle. The engine frame acts as. a torque arm with the cylinders
suspended by a strap from a point approximately

at the rear

of the front seat. From the engine the exhaust

steam passes

forward to the condenser which is in location

and appearance

similar to the radiator of conventional

cars. This condenser

is only to conserve water and probab19 increases

the back pressure

instead of lowering it. The water tank and pumps are under the
front floor boards, and the fuel tsn~s are conventionally

placed

at the extreme rear of the frame.
In its present for~ the boiler is fairly satisfactory,
but it may be rightfully criticized

from many viewpoints.

It

is expensive both to make and to repair, and its life is problematical,

but with reasonaole care three years should be a

good estimate.

Naturally

sediment will collecteD

the bottom

.tube sheet and in time cause the boiler to leak around the
tubes. Oil in the boiler aggravates

this tendency

was the cause of the change from the old copper
steel tube construction

when the condenser

1915) thus circulating
the water. Frequent

ineffective
baffle

because

tube to the

was added (about

much of the lubricating

oil as well

use of the surface blow-off

does not elimina.te the trouble. Blow-offs

to leak and

relieves but

at the bottom are

the tubes are so closely

packed that they

any but a very local removal of sediment.

Finally,

the

amount of water carried (10 gal. in the recent models) requires
an appreciable

time to steam up from cold to a pressure

will give a reasonable
boiler has

aOID@

performance.

On the other hand, the

good points. The large capacity

of power for short periods far greater
burner to generate

standpoint,but

gives a reserve

than the ability of the

power. Most important

boiler is safe. This may be questioned
practical

that

is the fact that the
from a theoretically

the fact remains

that one will go a

long way to fin~ anybody who bas ever heard of one actually
explodi ng;

the au mar has never been ab Ie to find any trace of

such an explosion.

The shell itself does not tak~ any stress

for the wire wrapping

is ample to stand the hoop tension,

the tubes are more than sufficient
together.

To explode,

and

to hold the tube sheets

so many parts would have to f~il at once

that it would rival the famous one boss shay. In actual tests
by

the Stanley

6ompany,

where the object was to explode the

boiler~ a pressure of 2700 Ibs. was attained,

and at that pressure

the boiler leaked so badly that water conld not be supplied
fast enough to make up the loss. Thus it is seen that the boiler
altho far from perfect will serve if properly

taken care of~

and is worth while to retain in a scheme of improvement

for the

ca.~ •

The present burner has many defects
points. It does distribute

and very few good

the fire eve~ly under the boiler,

a.nd at certain rates of combustion

it is extremely

efficient,

but that is about all. On the other hand, a pilot light is
absolutelw

necessary with a vaporizing

burner,

and even with

the pilot light it ca.nnot be turned on full immediately
standing for more than a short time. The vaporizer

after

is a con-

tinual 'sorce of trouble for it must be cleaned often as the
pressure
decompose

and temperature conditions

of use cause the fuel to

and deposite carbon in the vaporizing

coil. If not

kept clean, the coil will soon plug up to such an extent that
the carbon cannot be' broken loose by running a flexible wire
thru it. This t,roubleviith cc£.rbonma.y be reduced by designing
the burner so tha.t a lower pressure on the fuel will suffice~
which will reduce the amount of cracking

of the fuel. (See

the$is in the M.E. Dept. at M.I.T. on the design of venturi
for the Stanley burner. This thesis was done in connection
with the Stanley Company, and apparantly

obtained

some usable

r~sults, ~ut for some reason the change was never applied to
the cars.) Another undesirable

feature of the present burner

is the noise. This is primarily from the nozzles where the fuel
is squirted into the mouths of the mixing- tubes, and
is comparable
,
in intensity to the hiss made by the intake to the carburetor
of Hudson cars a few years ago. The burner is also subject to
a very unpleasant

howling if .the fuel is turned on too quickly,

and back firing in the mixing tubes is a ratber frequent occurance.

As well as causing plenty of trouble, it willrnot make steam
fast enough .to enable the car to bold more than forty-five

miles

per hour steadily, and in all respects the burner is the most
unsatisfactory

part of the car.
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MOST DESIRA8L~ TYPE OF BURNER
In the previous discussion,

it was shown that the present

vaporizing burner is very unsatisfactory,

and it is clear that

while the present burner may be improved, many of its faults
are inherent in the vaporizing
Steam atomization
simplicity,
desirable

type.

is attractive because of its obvious

but it presents certain difficulties.

It is very

to conserve via"ter,
,and any water used in the burner

would be a total loss. This might or might not be a troublesome
amount; it was not considered closely. The great trouble with
a steam atomizing burner is in starting from cold. Compressed
air for starting is out of the question if the present Stanley
boiler is to be dsed on account of the length of time required
before any steam at all is obtained. 'The alternative
iliary steam coil in conjunction
to the present one. Altogether

is an aux-

with a pilot light similar

steam atomization

bas good pos-

sioili,ties, bu't it was not chosen because another s$s.tem held
better promise.
Compressed

air atomization was quickly dismissed

the low pressure air system has all of .its advantages

because.
without

many of its disadvantages.
There remains the low pressure air atomizing
was the type finallychosen.Wbile

burner, which

this .type might .Dot .work

well with heavier oil, it will do .nicely with "furnace oil"
as is shown by many household burners operating

on tbis principle.

8

Certainly

at tbe present time, no heavier oil than "furnace

oil" would be considered

for use in an automobile,

and kerosene

wo"ld nost likelp be used. The fuel is atomized by a carburetor
similar to that of gasolene

automobiles,

but with the difference

that the air is blown in by a ~an instead of being sucked in
by

the engine. After atomizing the correct amount of fuel in the

carbureto~~

the combustible

mixture is burne~ in a combustion

chamber under the boiler. This describes
which was contemplated~

in general

the burner

THE BLOWER MOTOR
In the Sturtevant

catalogue a motor of ~

HP is recoffiffiended

for the size blower to be used as well as for the next larger
size. At the factory these blowers are fitted with the proper
motor all mounted togther. However, the difficulty

was that

all the standard motors are wound for 110 volts, and since the
burner is intended for an automobile,

the electrical

machinery

must be suitable for either a 6 or 12 volt circuit.
Searching

thru 8oston for a 6 volt motor of about ~

HP

proved a long and tedious job marked by many disappoiptments
and the following of leads that went nowhere. Finally a motor
was obtained from the Fuller Electric Co. which it was hoped
would do the trick.
In the meantime

a little figuring on the rated output

of the blower showed that the actual power needed was between

~!O and

~

HP depending on the efficiency

assumed efficiencies

of the fan. The

for this power calculation

were from 30%

to 60~.
A preliminary

test showed that the motor would give ~005

to .01 BP with an efficiency of about 35%. This gave hope that
it might do for the test was rather crude. A brake was used of
a piece of fish line around the grooved pulley witb which the
motor was equiped, and the load was applied and measured by two
spring balances.

Altho the balances were not very sensitiv~,

they had a great tendency to jiggle making the readings very
uncertain.

Oil proved unsatisfact'ry

for stopping

the trouble

10

as the pull of the balances necessary to give the load on the
motor increased the bearing load so much that the efficiency
dropped about 10%. The motor ran free at 2400 RPM. Since there
was no decent small brake available, it was decided
blower and try the rootor out as it was intended

to get the

to be used.

This was done, and the blower turned up 2000RPM wben blowing
against free air. This was deemed satisfactory

for the blower

was rated at 1750 RPM. Before the blower was attached the brake
run was checked by a stray power run, and the two altho ~overing
slightly different

loads agreed very well in the efficiency.

The final testing of the motor was a heat run with the blower
at free- dischar~e
~

as the load. This showed that the motor could

easily handle the load imposed by the size B blowe~, but a little
figuring also showed it could not be used with the next larger
blower, size C.
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THE8LOWER
In the Stanley,

the outlet of the burned gases is under

the car on about the same level as the burner nozzles. Obviously,
in a passenger ear this out let could not raised,

so there is

no chance of a natural draft. The blower must force in all the
air necessary for combustion
carburetting

and against tbe resistance.of

the

device, burner, boiler, and flue. The passages

tbru the boiler and flue are quite large and should cause but
little resistance~

and the combustion chamber is a free space.

Very likely most of the resis~ance will be in the carburettor.

At bes~ any estimate of the pressure against which the blower
must operate would be a pure guess.
From calculations
satisfactory

operation

(see appendix) it was found that for
about 130 cu. ft. per min. of air must

be blown into the combustion

chamber. Then the sear~h for a

suitable blower started. Several catalogues

were consulted,

and various concerns visited. Blowers for forced draft to
burn buckwheat

coal in house rurnaces were considered,

but

without success. All the catalogues gave the blower size in
terms of oprate area and thickness' or fuel bed but said nothing
about volume or air per minute against any given pressure.
concerns which did give information

about their blowers

to leave out of their list the particular

size desired,

The

seemed
altho

sizes about twice as large and half as lar~e were made. Finally
after much fruitless

search, a Sturtevant

ventilating

set was

found that ~ad the right capacity provided the resistance

was
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low enough. This was a type 8 ventilating
against free air, 145 against

t"

set rated at 170 cu.ft.

of water~ and 65 against

i"

water. It wa~)hoped that if thds blower would not handle the
full amount of air against the actual back pressure,

it would

at least blow enough to demonstrate that the device was workable.
However, it was found that when the 4" outlet was coned
down to the 2'. size of the venturi that it was contemplated
use, the air flow was so greatly diminished

to

that t~e blower

was useless. In fact the cone seemed to change only the area of
the opening for the velocity was not apparently

increased.

Upon the failure of this blower, a second visii was paid
to the Sturtevant

factory. This time a rotor which the Socony

Arrow oil burner people use was obtained. Since the case for
this blower is not made by Sturtevant~ a special case had to
be made at a tin shop. The plans for the case were obtained
from Sturtevant.

They claim the best results are obtained by

makin~o tbe case with a clearance space
one fourth the width
•
of the rotor. The Socony people drive this rotor at 3400 RPM
so it was decided to do likewise. This gives a tip speed of
89 ft. per sec. With this larger blower there was no attempt
to drive it with a low voltage motor. It was merely wanted to
blow enough air to. show something with the object of determining
the correct size and type of blower from the pressures required.
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THE COMBUSTION
In order to completely
the combustion

CHAMBER

burn the maximum

amout of fuel,

chamber was made as large'as possible.

The out-

side diameter was made the same as that of the boilerr
23". To keep ~ reasonable

clearanc~~

namely

the depth was limited to

9", which is the overall depth of an extra deep burner installed
on one of the cars. Where the fuel and air are blown in, the
chamber tapers to about 4" square. This area must include the
,refractory lining as well as the opening into the chamber.
The shape of the chamber should be such that the burned
gases flow upward evenly in all parts.

This would give each

b oiler tube its share of the hea.t to ab soro, elimi no,te a.ny blowtorch action which might overheat
was expected
by

the boiler in one spot. It

that the gas flow might be sufficiently

shaping the lining of the combustion

the desired result. An experimental

chamber

directed

to approximate

lining was made with foundry

sand and tested by blowing a light draft of air from a compressed
air hose down the tube at the mouth of the chamber.

The flow

could be detec.ted by the back of the hand or face:~ and also
visually by introducing
a plain chamber~

smoke at the mouth of the tube. Witb

nearly all of the flow was directly

and up the opposite

edge. When a stronger draft was use~~ tbe

rise began ,at the entrance
turned destinctly

across

side~ and the flow instead

upward was primarily

on beyond tbe opposite

horizontal

wall of tbe chamber.

of being

and carried

Next a s~itting

edde
was tried in the hope that flow would divide
o

and swirl.
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This divided the flow but did not seem to spread it. The air
flowe~ upward and out in two streams at each side of the splitting
edge, and with a strong draft there was no affect at all. Since
apparently

any cause at the back of the combustion

limited its affect to the back of the chamber,

chamber

it.wis attempted

to deflect portions of the entering air upward at various points
in the chamber by ridges on the bottom. This showed signs of
promise but was far from a~taining the desired end. If the ridges
were high enough~to cause any appreciable

flow upward~ very

little flow continued beyond the ridge. A single ridge close
to the entrance gave good distribution

everywhere

but directly

behind it, but dividing this into two short obstructions

was not

good at all. Building this single ridge quite high and cutting
a hole in it gave the best affect of all. This suggested using
a metal baffle plate instead of sand oostuctions.
The second phase was trying flat baffles
Also to simulate the actual installation,

at the entrance.

a large piece of card-

board with a number of holes cut in it was laid over the chamber.
This kept down the rush of air over the back side of the chamber.
as the boiler itself would have. The sparseness
this improvised

of the holes in

tube sheet helped greatly to determine

at just

what parts of the chamber the air would flow up tbru the boiler.
Two destinct kinds of baffles were tried. One consisted

of a

group of vertical plates placed fan-like about the entrance?
and was designed
However,

to spread the air evenly from side to side.

this did little good for there was not enough obstruction

13

to the central flow. The other baffle was a plain flat piece
with three holes cut in it, the larger one in the center and
the two smaller ones at the sides. It was placed close up to
the entrance, and about f" of space was left below it, and about

t"

above. A downward slant in the direction of flow was also

found to give the best results. This final position

was Obtained

after several trials. It appears that most any kind of distribution
desired may be given bya
The determining

single flat plate with holes cut in it.

features seem to be the size of the holes and

the space left over and under the plate.
When good distribution

was obtained with alr~ the combustion

chamber was lined with asbestos and tried out with fire. For the
trial, the air and fuel were drawn in by steam. The fuel and
steam lines were connected to the nozzl~ which was placed in the
pipe sticking into the combustion chambe~~ and drew in the air.
As a steam atomizing burber, it probably was not very efficient,
but ini,the case at'hand all that was wamted was a fire, so the
purpose was served. With the fire, the gases were passed thru
the chamber mucb more rapidly than in any of the trials with
air. The distribution

was still good, but tbe maip,stream

directly across and up the other side more pronouncedly

went
than

when the smaller volume was passed thru. Very likely this could
be corrected by cutting the baffle so that the space under the
middle w6uld be less than under the sides. However~
bution was considered
attempted.

satisfactory,

the distri-

and no further change was
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The asbestos lining of the burner was made of a 2:1 ratio
bj weight of #30 long fibre asbestos and ~31 high temperature
cement obtained from the Johns Manville Co~ The chamber was
lined about 1" thick on the bottom and straight portion of the
sides~.but

around the entrance the lining was made much thicker.

For the greatest benefit the location of the thick and thin
portions

should bave been reversed as the actually

burning gases

were out in the centra] chamber beyond the baffle. Tae heavy
construction

at the entrance was necessary

to fill up space to

give a smooth opening, and to have the asbestos
hold in place. Reenforcing
over

wires were imbedded

thick enough to
in the asbestos

the top of the entrance to help it keep in shape.
The combustion

of thefael

made a great roaring wben the

mixture was such that the flames did not extend much beyond the
chamber. The noise lessend considerably
appreciably

when the ffire ;was visible

outside the piece of sheet metal that bad been placed

over the chamber. Just bow much the steam used in the nozzle
contributed

to the noise cannot be told, but it was very likely

to a considerable
therefore

extent. With the greater stearn pressure~

a higher ratio of air to fuel, combustion

and

began alter-

nate~y before and beyond the baffle plate, and each change was
accompanied

by

a loud bang. The greater roar occured when-the

burning started before the baffle. With the same setting of the
fuel valve but with less steam, this popping did not happen.
The cOillbustion chamber as it was made seems to be very
aood
since the distribution
o
,

of the gases is controled

by the

19

shape of the single baffle at the entranc~~
evidently

comld be obtained

in a differently

the same good results
shaped chamber

in case it was desired to use a boiler requiring
shape.

a different

20

THE CARBURETTING DEVICE
A complete

was obtained

carburettor

of obsolete model made for a Dod~e

from the Schebler

::>

people. The venturi

of lh" a,no.an entrance diameter

diameter

jected into this venturi about, in and was

had a throat

of li.!~. The jet pro-

in

in diameter.

The

nozzle was formed by two holes in the sides of the projecting
portion.

A small hole on the ups team side allowed

for an air

bleed, but this was apparently-c16sed

.off:.lt was expected

the small venturi with the projecting

jet would cause too much

resistance

to the air flow, so a larger venturi

This had a throat It" in diameter
2" diameter.
to overcome

and an entrance

that

was obtained.
and exit of

This venturi was rather large and left little suction
the jet resistance,

tried. It was intended

but at any rate it could be

to use these two venturi

them over the jet, and the jet and float chamber

by merely

slipping

were to be

left intact as they were in the original carburettor.
After the failure of these devices
. a variable

venturi

to operate

was built. This was attached

satisfactorily,'

directly

to the

outlet of the second blower. The blower outlet was rectangula~,'
and the sides of the variable

venturi were made flat and tapered

from the width of 2t-f1 at the blower to 2" at the further
The bottom' was curved upward from the horizontal
throat

separate
clamped

outlet to the

section where it curved again ~nd sloped slightly

ward. The top was shaped similar to the bottom,

end.

down-

but was made

frem the sides and bottom. This top piece could be
by squeez~ng

the sides~ thus various

openings

could
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be had.

Two different jets were used with this venturi. The first
was a piece of

"I~u

copper tube soldered perpendicularl~. into

the side wall near the bottom at the throat sectiom, and terminating

about -h,.l' from the side. The second jet was made of

the same tubing and located at the same plac~1 but the tube
extended all the way across the passage, and in place of the
open end had four holes drilled in it with a #60 dril~ on the
downstream

side.

Up close to the fan, another tube was connected

pointing

upstream so that all the available pressure against which the
fan was working could be put on the fuel in the float chamber.

24

THE SET UP
The first tryout

AND

TRIAL

was with the original blower and the

1t~ venturi. The 4." outlet was coned down to 2" to fit over the
venturi tube. This~cone reduced the flow from the bloNer a great
deal, for it cut off the area with no appreciable
velocity thru the smaller opening. The velocity
was entirely insufficient

increase in
thru the venturi

to driw~out any fuel. Even when the

fuel was forced out by pressure on the float chamber,

there

was no tendency for the air stream to pick any of it up. A second
attempt was made with the smaller venturi (lis), but tbis obstructed
the air flow so much that hardly any came thru at all. Therefore
it was concluded that nothing could be done with that blower
if it bad to work with a carburetting

device.

The second and larger blower blew a good blast when the
opening was reduced to the 2" diameter of the venturi. This
when tried with the 1f" venturi sprayed some fuel but not enough
to make a fire unless pressure was put on the float chamber.
A s~parate air tank supplied the pressure. With the fuel forced
into the air stream there was a very nice fire in the combustion
chamber. However, very little of the fuel was actually sprayed,
most of it ran along the bottom of the pipe intocthe combustion
chamber where the asbestos lining served as a wick. With the
blower in operation and the combustion chamber disconnected,
it was seen that the air eddjed in back of the projecting

nozzle

and built up a little pile of fuel at that point.
The 1~"

venturi was next tried with the large blower.

26

This made a fire without the help of pressure on the float chamber,
and a much bigger fire when the natural flow was ai~ed. However,
with the large fire it was apparent that not enough air was being
blown thru thS venturi to completely burn the fuel~ for the
flames were somewhat smoky and extended clear out of the combustion chamber. The smaller fire without pressure on the float
chamber burned with a white flame in the space before baffle
plate.' Com~ustion was evidently complete before the gases passed
tbru the baffle. It was noticed that the flow divided as it
encountered

the baffle and swirled ~ack along the sides. This

swirling was only noticed with a small fire; a larger flow expands
as it enters the chamber and leaves no chance for any eddy to
take place. Tbis small fire was apparently the desirable

type

of fire, but there was not enough of it.
Due to the too smallness of the small venturi and the
lack of suction of the large venturi, a variable

venturi was

attempted. This is described under the "Carburetting
The float chamber of the carburettor was supported

Device".
on a ring-

stand and rubber tubing was used to connect it with the nozzle.
The height of the float chamber was adjusted to just below the
point where the fuel would flow from the nozzle by itself. The
lev&l in the float chamber was probably about

t"

belo~ the nozzle.

At first the idea was to use the idling needle valve for tbe air
bleed adjustment, .but as it apparently bad no effect it was
disconnected,

and squeesing the rubber tube was resorted

to

instead. With the air bleed tube closed there was very little
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spraying of the fuel most of which ran along the bottom and
was discharged

in large drops at the end. When the tube was

left entirely open butJlittle

fuel was drawn out and most of

that was sprayed. Between these extremes was a point with the
tube nearly closed where the maximum amount of fuel was sprayed.
The attempt to get this fuel into the combustion
with failure. A cone was put over the rectangular

chamber met
end of the

variable venturi with the other end fitted into the combustion
chamber. This gave a sudden expansion
and practically

from the end of the venturi

all the fuel was deposited

on the bottom of the

cone. Another attempt was made by placing the end of the venturi
into the mouth of the combustion chamber. Of course this was
far from a tight fit, but the sprayed fuel got into tbe chamber.
However,. it ~ould not light as there was not enough fuel for the
large amount of air. Even the smallest setting of the. variable
venturi gave too much air. Neither the single opening in the
side of the venturi or the tube with the several openings gave
enough fuel to make a fire, but the several small openings
the fuel very much better than the single one. Pressure

sprayed

was p~t

on the float cha~ber from a tube near the fan pointed upstream.
This materially

helped the flow of fuel, but still the mixture

was too lean. It is very doubtful. if much of the available pressure
~ot
to the float chamber for there was a bad leak at the top
~
of the needle valve.
Gasolene was used as fuel.
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CONCLUSIONS
Since the only venturi that gave any fire from sprayed
fuel was the smallest one~ it should be possible
desired results by either increasing the velocity
necessary

to get the
to get the

a~ount of air or by increasing the fuel flow with the

present air velocity and aspirating tbe rest of the air. 80th
of these courses are open to objection. The first would require
a prohibitive

amount of power from the blower~ and the second

would certainly present difficulties

in spraying

the large amount

of fuel from the small venturi.
There are two courses left. One is to obtain a greater
suction without increasing

the obstruction

to the air flow by

a more suitably designed venturi or perhaps a double venturi.
The other is to spray the fuel in thru an orifice by a pump
and blow the air in thru large ducts which offer but little
resistance

to the flow.
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APFEi~DIX

CALCULATIONS FOR BURNER

CAPACITY

The present Stanley model 740 will do ~robably
better than 10 miles per gallon of kerosene. Assuming

a little
that this

figure holds for steady driving at big her speeds:~ to st.eam 50 mph:.,
it would be necessary

to burn 10 gal. per bour. The burner was

planned on this basis.
Assume sp. gr. kerosene

=

.780.

62.4 x .780 = 48.7 Ibs. per ft.3
4a.7
-----= 6.51 lbs. per gal.
7.48
At 5 gal. per bour, 5 x 6.51 = 32.6 Ibs. fuel must be
burned per hour.

* * * * *
AIR REQUIR~D
From handboo~, composition

of k~ro~ene

is

85.95%.:carbon

13.50% hydrogen.
For combustion of the carbon,
O2
32
O2

c

= ---

- -----

.,g595

- 32_.:_.: 8595 _

12

=

2.29

Ib s. O2 p~ r .8595 lb.

kero ~

To burn the hydrogen,
16
0
0
---=
=
.135
.2
H
.135 x 16
---------=
2

2.29 + 1.08

=

1.08 Ibs. O2 per .135

3.37 lbs O2 per lb. kero.

By weight, air contains 23% oxygen. Therefore
3.37
------ =
.23

I' 1
o. Kero.

air required is

14.6 lbs. air per lb~ kero.

With 15% excess air, 14.6

x

1~15

=

16.8 Ibs. air per lb. kero.

Assume maximum temperature of the to be 100QF.
v

=

RT
p

53.35 x .560

= -------------

144 x 14.7

16.8

x

14.1

237

x

32.6

----------60

=

=

14.1

ft.3

per lb.

237 ft~3 air needed per lb." kero.

=

1.~,-,.
?Q f t

:3

a :::..r p .::;
1"'

iI 11:.

Dee e s s 2 r:-I
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PRESSURES WITH VARIABLE VENTURI
(IN INCHES OF WATER)
Throat passage

Small

Medium

Large

Suction on fuel line wit.h
air bleed open

it

In

l-h

Suction on fuel line with
air bleed closed

2i

3*

3ft

Pressure availab Ie for £loa.t
chamber thru special
pressure tube

3

2i

2t

Velocity pressure at throat
by nozzle tube with
openings turned upstrea.lD

2t

PRESSURE

2t

DROP THRU BOILER. measured by a tube inserted

thru the peek hole of the Stanley burner under the boiler with
full fire on was .06" water.

I

HEAT RUN ON 6-VOLT MOTOR.WITH BLOWER
~
l .
lfil.
_ 1e ld
Field
L

Time

Voltage

Current

1,2: 33

4.57
6.67
6.70
6.72
6.74
6.76
6.70
6.78
6.69
6.75
6.77
6.77

1.244
1.706
1~651
1.621
1.611
1.599
1.591
1.586
1.531
1.571
1.571
1.569
1.563
1.563
1.559
1.554

I

12:35
12:40
12.: 45
12:50
12:55

';1:00
1:07
1:11
1:15
1:20
1:25

1:30
1:35
1:40
1:45
Armature:'

6.77
6.76

6.72
6.73

Field
Resist.

3.62
3.91
4.06
4.14
.~.18
4.23

4.21
4.28
4.37
4.29

4.31
4.32

4:33
4.33
4.31
4.33

1ne
Current

I

<,)

I

Rise

in
Final
Temp. °C Temp.

I

°C
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5.10
5.10
5.10
5.04
4.97
4.96
4.92
4.98
5.00
4.96
4.97
4.99
4.95

4.98
4.99

29.6
21.3
37.0
39.8

43.6
54.3
60.0

43.4
42.0

86.4
65.0
69.9

46.9
53.3
47.6
49.1
49.8

50.5
50.5
49.1
50.5

62.8

'7e..3

70.6
72.1
72.8
73.6
73.5
72.1
73.5

.
Vo]ta,ge

Current

Resistance

Before run

1 . 2~2

.325

After

2.14

3.75
5.85

run

•3""oc,....

Temp. rise

32:5°

For impregnated insulation:
Allowable rise = 65°C
Allowable maximum = 105~ - 10° = 95~C.

Upper temp.
'--,-

,-0-

00.0

